Advocacy & communications
Presenting and promoting the NUA.
Communicating progress and raise awareness.
Demonstrating impact.
Key interventions & beneficiaries

Follow up and informing about Initiatives (by theme, country / region).
Showing progress and results

 Managing the Registration process.
Informing about users follow up and informing on commitments & Initiatives.

Background and Statistics 1.1
Vision, Objective & Strategy 1.2
Principles / Transformative commitment 1.3
Thematic areas, articles 1.4
Progress & Results 1.5
Compelling content & story telling 1.6

Progress by
→ Member states
→ Partners commitments

Member States & Partners
→ By Theme, Country / Region

National Reports
→ By theme & Country / Region & Members
→ Progress reports

E-forums, Online discussion groups 3.1
Action Networks 3.2
→ With progress and results
Action by stakeholders
→ Member states
→ Key stakeholders
→ Region / Country & Thematic platforms
→ Community of Practice, Urban Experts, Think tanks, Researchers

Good / Best policies, Case studies, Lessons learnt
→ By theme, resource type

Capacity Building, Peer learning, E-Learning, Webinars & Events
→ By theme & Country / Region

Technical Assistance, Toolkits, Coaching
→ By theme & Country / Region / City

Data platform & Databases, CPI
→ By Country / Region

Link to other knowledge platforms, resources, publications

Quality control.
Generating and sharing evidence and resources.
Capacity development

Engagement & Participation
Knowledge & Learning

About
Reporting Guidelines
A Better future for all and sustainable urban development

The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, adopted by all United Nations Member States in 2015, provides a shared blueprint for peace and prosperity for people and the planet, now and into the future.

SDG 7
A short writeup on how our work contributes to the highlighted SDG. This must be brief - one short paragraph.

We provide research output and other output for Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries people are benefiting from improved access to water and sanitation

Slum dwellers have been positively impacted by participatory slum upgrading interventions

2 million 4 million 500,000

The designations employed and the presentation of material in the map(s) do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever of UN-Habitat concerning the legal or constitutional status of any country, territory or sea area, or concerning the delimitation of frontiers.

Kenya

577

Completed: 71 Ongoing: 32

Best Practices

Africa Region

Arab States Region

Asia Pacific Region

Latin America and the Caribbean Region

Global Projects

Global

+ READ MORE

We support countries to improve living conditions for all through sustainable urbanization.

New Urban Agenda’s work is anchored on scientific data, rigorous research and analysis.

Promoting shared prosperity

Access to clean water

By increasing the incomes of the urban poor in Haiti

+ LEARN MORE

TRENDING STORY

How ‘Minecraft’ is Transforming Developing Cities Around the World

PARTNERS

Core Offerings

New Urban Agenda Platform Components:

Engagement and Participation

Advocacy and Communication

Knowledge and Learning

Reporting Guidelines

Knowledge and Learning

Media centre

About

Overview

Objectives

New Urban Agenda & SDGs

Transformative Commitments

Voluntary National Reports

Share Updates

Stakeholder

Knowledge

Best Practices

Data Portals & CPI

Webinars

UN DESA

Media centre

News and Stories

Press releases

Media Contacts

Photos

Videos

Newsletters

Press kits
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This is a concept for a landing page - not a finished product